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The science performer

Rinku Dutta
IIT graduate Arvind Gupta performs tricks to make science
fun for children – and everybody else
here are all kinds of performance
artists who entertain people through
dance, drama, music and mime. But
rarely does one come across a science performer. Therefore, it was a treat to watch
Arvind Gupta perform his bag of science
tricks at Lahore’s Ali Institute of Education
auditorium on April 7.
As he rose from his chair to face the over
150 teaching staff spectators, Arvind looked a
neo-Gandhi activist in a well-worn khadi
kurta with a frayed front pocket, unpressed
khaki trousers and black Bata slip-on canvas
shoes. Other than a pair of gleaming eyes, set
in a mobile, bearded face that often cracked
into a “hey-hey” laugh, there wasn’t much in
his balding, middle-aged appearance that distinguished him from the ordinary.
After graduating with a degree in mechanical engineering from a premiere institute, IIT
Kanpur, Arvind worked a couple of years in
industry, TELCO, soon realising that this was
not his calling. Since quitting TELCO, he has
been following his inclinations, taking the
path dictated by his heart. His path, with many
turns, has led to him towards children, and
making the learning of science a fun activity.
Since his reputation had preceded him, I
watched closely for signs of genius as he
unpacked his knick-knacks from shoebox
sized white plastic boxes onto the wooden

T

table. What he had laid out resembled little
more than assorted trash – old film canisters,
dot pens, cycle tubing of various sizes, used
juice packs, old newspapers and the like; no
fancy black hat to pull out rabbits from. I
began to feel vaguely disappointed.
Then Arvind began his show.
Before my sceptical eyes, matchsticks
connected by snippets of cycle tubing progressively became triangles, squares, tetrahedrons,
cubes and increasingly complex polygons.
Because the joints were flexible, Arvind could
show that while a square could easily be bent
to a rhombus, a triangle formed a rigid, fixed
structure. He explained how the stabilising
properties of triangles are used ubiquitously,
as in the tripod, the three-legged stool. He then
demonstrated how the tetrahedron (structure
of four triangles) is the most rigid of all natural geometric forms; he positioned three
matchstick tetrahedrons on the table and
placed a couple of books on them. While the
tetrahedrons did not buckle under the weight,
three cubes placed in similar positions fell flat.
Arvind related this to the shapes of pylons
supporting bridges. Dipping his hand into a
bag of marbles, he then heaped four glassy
balls inside a tetrahedral matchstick skeleton
to represent methane, elaborating how tetrahedral carbon was the basic building block of all
living forms. Thus, within a few minutes of

Arvind Gupta: a man with a mission
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To propagate his method of teaching,
your work must be fragrant, that’s all. There’s
Arvind has set up a website, www.arvindgupno dearth of good people in this world. If you
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pulled it off? How did
trees.’ And before the
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road less trodden? Where did the money come
could grow. If you find the land is barren, go
from? How did he support himself? Arvind
create fistfuls of fertile soil! Wherever you
bursts into his hey-hey laughter and asserts
find a crack, a crevice in the system, put your
“Kaam mein kuchh khushbu hona chahiye –
foot in, make more breathing space. Life’s so

“There’s no dearth of
good people in this
world. If you bring
them something good,
they will support you.
You bring your bag of
tricks to them, open
their minds to new
things and they will
pay the bus fare to
your next
destination!”
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Kiskatinaw Bridge on the Alaska highway demonstrates the strength of triangles
short. You have so much to give.”
Arvind visited Pakistan for two weeks,
courtesy the Ali Institute of Education. His
visit was facilitated by his friendship with
Pervez Hoodbhoy and Tariq Siddiqui, and
extended in outreach by his e-acquaintance
with Isa Daudpota, who connected him with
Zaffar Junejo of Dadu in interior Sindh.
Arvind held his lec-dems in four cities:
Karachi, Hyderabad, Islamabad and Lahore.
When the organisers in the Lahore school he

visited led him to the room where 60 of its
best students had been assembled, Arvind
exclaimed, “I’m here from India, who knows
when I shall cross the border again? What
will I do with 60 kids? I want to speak to the
whole school.” A neo-Gandhi activist
indeed! 
– Rinku Dutta is a scholar of
Peace Fellow with Women in Security,
Conflict Management and Peace (WISCOMP) and is currently based in Lahore

